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What does copyright haVe to.do with the assurance of quality in

educational. software? This-quetikm at first appears to,be another of those

icademic,questions that tenc `morelito engage the' questioner far ore than any
.

listeners or °readers. ut unlike many of those academic questions, this,one

has a dromaticallypragmatic "real-world" dimension. Ask any commercial

developer or producer of instructional software about the relationship between

copyright laW and the quality cif, instructional software and you will receive
A

e following hypothetical answer, 'a cOmpositeof frequently heard individual

ements: "The quality of educational softWare, which admittedly leaves

-soMethine Ao be desired, is a direct result of the piracy (illegal copying) so

extensive in Urschools that it_cleprives us of the pro-fits we-need to invest

in producing higher, quality software, In fact, copyright violation in the

form of:making,illegal dupliiate copies of.our software is so rampant that we
Nwf

. may have ,:no alternative but to abandon the endeavor-entirely and focus on the

home market for instructional software.'

For the born sk tics inc ined to question whethersoftware'p.roducers are

in fact-rdNady to drop the-sVol .market so soon, it,At'worth.,notAng -that Atari

has recently made that decition in terms of its hardware:discontinuing

discount educatiorcontratts, closing its regional 'educational" sales offices,

and raising the price'cif the-Atari 800 XL nearly. 30% over the price previously

paid by schools, which will now be forted.to buy directly froh retail dealers

[11.. Aside from the informal statements made An producereducator dialogues
...

such as the one sponsored. by the National Institute of Education and the

Association of Education41 Communications ihd.Technology 'AR September, 1983,,

some commercial. educational software prodKers fortify the:Pr "threat," to,/

Oband-,,

*pot,

ket for the home yank ' "mooring the,size,of,the

--and of course, tfti- 1k4z hoofs or even classrooms



,

does not begin to compare to the number Of,homeS-and familieS.waiting to be,

'marketed.'

If thequality of courseware is so di.reOl'y affected by the

, .

extensiveness of piracy in the schools, can we infer that controlling that

'piracy Would automatically improve the qUality of the software? How likely,

it that the home market will piove so much more lucrative than the school

market that software producers.will abandon the latter? Are they really',.

unable to turn a.profit on their educational software? Is piracy, or

illegal topyingi'really so rampant in the, schools? Can't educators make a44

copies of =their purchased programs? If making duplicate copies of a computer.

program on a disk or cassette illegal, why are educators engaging .that,

Is.piracy the real i l l a i n )n the quality problem? Or, are

: there other factors. affecting the quality of instructional software? And jUst

what the assessment of the.quality of educational so4tWare? Is it. poor and;'.

in need-mf Hmprovement or is it good and in imminent danger of-declinin

Finally, in either case, what cane be done to assure quality courseware for the

schools?

Before we can begin to answer this cluster of questions we must know

precisely what the copyright law.allows and what it prohibits in terms of

computer software. Enlighten
P
d discussionof the problems and solutions,

. .

after all, can only predicated u on a clear understanding of the copyright law

and its applications.to the educational setting.

What the Copyright'Law Says

The federal copyright law revised in 1976 as P.L. 94-553 was amended in

1980 to clarify the copyright protection provided for computer programs. The

amended/Section 117 states that

. . it is not an infringement for the owner of a copy of a computer

2
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program to make or aulhdrizeAhe,riaking of anot-h.el° ',copy

. .

that compOter program prOvi4e04

or adaptation of

[-

°Any

'(1) that such a new cop6'or.alaptitiOnis created asartesential

step in the utilization of the computerprogramOn con-jungtion with a

flachine::_and that it is used iota no other-manner, or

1(2) that such new copy or adaptation is for.archival purposes only

angl that all archival copies are destroyed in, the event that

continued possession of the computer program thould.cease

rightful.,

exact copies prepared in accordance wi the provisions of this

section may be leased, sold, or otherwise tran ferredv along with the cdpY'.

-iromwhiCh such copies were prepared,- only as'part of the lease; sale, or

otner transfer of all rights in the program. Adaptations so prepared may

be transferred only with the authorization of the copyright owner.'
Sr

While some of the -intricacies of this provision are being and will.be

debated;:by legal experts throughout the coming years, what the public in

. .

general and eckicators in particular need to understand is that the law clearly

prohibits -- absent permission froM the copyright owner- -the making of duplitift
,

copies to be distributed and used by others than the owner of a particut-

piece of copyrighted software. The making of one backup copy for archival,

purposes only is permitted presumably to enable the user to retain access to

. .

a program even if the original, purchased copy is destroyed or damaged and

sent to the mapu turer for repair or,replacement. Some attorney

- g 1113i,specializing in tdiright law construe section 1 perms17 to pe

. 3

indefinite number'af-copies for archival purposes, 47111,1111E ,copies are

never 4.

by the

en, loaned, sold br leased to someone else without being accompanied

inal top? from which the duplicate copies were made. Whether the

3



copyright law permits the making'of.single or multiple copies.-.tolely.for

archival. purposes may be an interesting legal question, but the iplications

are academic rather than practjcal for most. users within and outside the

'education profession; What is unquestionably illegal, however, is the

unauthorized duplication and use of copies made from an originally purchased

copy

Equally illegal is the making of duplicate .copies from a.borrowed,

disk or cassette. The copyright law, .we must note, specifies the

permissibility of making one archival.copYtx the 'owner' of .a copy of a

computer program. Educators, then,,who rent, .. borrow, or previe'b a copy

of an educational program in diskette or cassette. form and make one or more .

copes for use by students in a classroom or computer laboratory may be saving
. .

the taxpayers a consideraole sum of money, but they. are also violating the

copyright law. Ini short, the -only.legally duplicated copy of a computer

program is the copy made by.the owner of the master Opp>, and retained in that

_..-

.person's possession solely for archival or back-up purposes.

Legal' Ambiguities in the School Setting

The copying ,of a program from one dis or cassette_ to another is a ar

and u tfongile violation of copyrig law. In the educational setting,

however, there are other; more subtle ways of making one copy of kprogram
4

service a number of students simultaneously. For example, teachers may--and

do--use one disk .(if it contains a single loading program) to boot is

I /e wontially, any number of microcomputers in tt%e classroom or laboratory.

W,tk the program in the computers' memories, that program can then be run by

students at their computers just as if the disk were 'still in the drive. Is

this legal?

\?/



At first, we might be tempted to agree with that teacher that he or she
1

has made no additional copies of the program and therefore is innocent of

violating the copyright law, However, the copyright law defines the term

"copy' in such a way as to include any form of a copy of a computer program.

Section 101 defineS "copies" as °material objects . . . in which a work is

fixed. . .' And 'fa] work is 'fixed( . . . when its embodiment in a

copy is sufficiently Permanent or stable to permiCit to be perceived,

reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of-more than transitory
is

duration.' Given these definitions, a computer program in computer storage--

whether -in RAM or ROM"is.considereda copy because it may be repeatedly

reproduced or accessed.jhis interpretation. of what constituteS"a copy,'

derived from the, influential CONTU Report,E21 has been Upheld by the seven

state and 'federal courts which have toidate ruled on the issue of whether

software the form of operating systems contained on silicon chips
4

embedded *nside the computer constitutes "copies" of programs meriting

. copyright protection. (Franklin's out-of-cotirt settlement with Apple in

February, 1984, prior to a U.S. Supreme Court hearing furtfibr f.einfor

consensus about what constitutes a "copymof a compUtfr-program.) Returning

411e, Ogitur example of sequentially booting up a series of microcomputers with one

disk,. it seems reasonable to expect that such a practiece wr- d b

an illegal duplicatipn of "copies" even :holigh those copies are not tangible

or visible.

A more ambiguous use of computer software in the schools is the newly

developing trend to network a number of microcomputers together so that one

program is accessible to a number. of students simultaneously.. A program

designed for use by ..a single microcomputer mayypeed a bit of modifyi- to run

in A networked system, but as increasing numbers ofeducators acquire skill

and sophistication with the hardware and the software, such modification is



.1

entirely.feasible and therefore.quity like ly. At network syslem raises

numerous legal questions which haven't begun to.beanswered in any definitive:

way; 3

Each of ti)e.sevtral types of netWeirks raises its.ovm types of questions,

of course, and it is peripheral to Otir. discussion" to do more tha offer one or

two as examples. One of tne,crucial_questidhS'is whether a network

constitutes "rmachine (as refery d.to in sections117) or several mathineS%

/4-
Whether to ,define "a machine° in terms of thihardWar'e .or-the software is

equally problematic, for some programs designed-for a ne-tworK of

.microcomputers temporarily limit the fungtPloning'ca tty of.the otherwise

.independent units-. Some legal experts question-whether the difference is

legally significant betweeh:a single- loading program and one wnicri °travels"

. .
.

back and forth between briie and CPU (as for.example a word prglessing program
--. . lir

w

1111,1"

ill do). Others are abo il4ere'rrte between 'a network n ,

which the program in the ceft,tralited t enters the memory off each individual

station and a network in which each station merely accesses its own

udeditated° portion of the main memory in a centralized unit.

Educators ,ieed not wait, however, for'the legal and judicial enterprises

.

to.xesolve these complex technological/legal questions which perhaps are

irresolvable anyway. Fortunately, we are not limited to section 117 and

section 101:of the copyright law when trying to determine the legality 'of -

various uses of computer software. There are, additionally, several legal.

principles deriire'd from the -copyright law and the functions Ct is intended, to

serve. An in-depth discussion of these principles is beyond the scope o'f

this.essay, but they will be briefly identifie,eiad ellicidateed.

Legal Principles. For Assessing Legality of Software Use

There are five basic- legal principles or tests by which to assess the

6



legalily of specific uses 9f-computer softWare. These intrude 1) the market

effect. test, 2) the intended use test, 3) the ditlinction-tetween
. .

.

.simultaneous and sequential users, 4) the. fair use concept, and 5) the

applicability of licensing agreements that often. accompany purchased software.

,
\\

i
1) The market effect test derives from the function of the copyright law,

V

which it to protect the financial interetts of creative people, To pass this

to ti the questioned use of a computer program must not deprive.the copyrigh

ow er of rightful profits. The makin4 of duplicate copes in order to save

o eself or others the'expense of purchasing a copy, then, deprives the .

copyright owner of the profits'otherwise earned from the sale of an equiValent

number of copies-_-failng the market effect test. Making one purchased. copy

accessible `to multiple simultaneous users in a school through sequentially

booting up a series of computers with one disk or cassette is also likelyto

fail the market effect test, for the copyright owner has undoubtedly been

deprived of profits from sales of copies equivalent to the number of computers

on which the program is simultaneously running. Another approach to-the

market effect test is to apply the golden rule for computer users, attributed

to Josep*Mocponald: 'Take not from others to such an extent and in

such a manner that you would bt resentful if they:so took from you.'. In other

words, put yourself in the shoes of .the producer or copyright owner. If you,

would resent the usage in question,,it is becallse you;are losing profits and

therefore that usage is certainly questionable and probably illegal.

2) The intended use test provides a helpful supplement to the market

effect test by requiring consideration of the design of the progi&am and the
40.

intention of its designer. It is especially helpful in resolving questions

about the legality of networking microcomputers. Specifically, if the program

7
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is desidned-to serve a network, reason suggests that- such a use would not

vicilate(the'copyright law. jf, however, the program is designed to'be used by

ofsingle -user in a..single micrgCompute'rliand it is modified to serive multiple

users in a network, it is not/being used aS.ii-stended--thereby failing the

intended use test. The latter example also, by the way, fails the market

effect test, in depriving -the- copyright, owner of profits from potential sales

of additrgnal-copi:es of the program.

3) The diS,tinction bilween simultaneous and sequential users derives-
.

substantially from the market effect and intended use tests. But the

rationale derives from the right of the owner of a program in disk or cassette

form to do with that program what he or she willr.as.leng-as no duplicate

coories are made thexond the permissiblk archi?al copy). That means that the

-owner of, say, aWordstar program, can loan the copy to someone else td us-e

either on-his or the. other personA computer; the owner can use the owned copy

on someone elte's computer; and,the owner can loan the Wordstar.to any number

of indivi- duals -one at a time, of course, that being the only option. Experts

in copyright law agree that software use involving mlAiple sequentialauSers

is much less problematic- -much less likely a potential violation'of copy
o

law than is software:, use involving multiple simultanequs users. This helpful

distinction, however, is not-without potential ambiguities arising-from the

fact that-multiple Osers, whether simultaneous or sequential, constitute a

proliferation of users. And controlling the proliferation of users is held,

- even and'especially by those who irigerpret the copyright law to permit the

duplication of multiple arclii0a1 cdpies [3], to be'the intent of sect'ion,117.

4) The fair use concept differt.. from the three previous tests in that it

is contained explicitly within the,larger copyright lawAwhile the latter are

legal. principles derived secondarily from the Wure and.filnction of the-

8
10



copyright law. Embodiid in section 107, the concept of fair- use is intended

-_to balance the interests of copyright owners with,the needs of others for

access to dopyrighted.material. Educators are- prime but not. the sole

beneficiaries of this provision, which facilitites limited access to

copyrighted works not only for researchers and teachers,-but also-for media

reporters who review, report and comment on such copyrighted works. In

determining fair use, the follOwino factors line to be considered.

a) The purpose and character of the 'use, including whether the

copied mateflel will be for nonpraiitr:edu-tatiOnal use or for commercial use--

though courts have already established that the absence of financial gain

1
itself is insufficient for a finding of fair use.

b) The nature of the copyrighted work, with.spicial consideration

given'to th.e distinctiOn between a creative mirk and apinfOrmational work.

For example, copies.Made of a newspaper or newsmagazine column merit less

protection thah copies made Pf 'a musical score or a short story.- Copies made

of materi-al prepared for classroom consumption merit more protection than

copies prepared for public consumption. At least part 'Of 'the rationale for

this, obviously, stems from the market effect test; a teacher who photocopies

a workbook pa.ge or a textbook chapter is depriving the copyright owner of sale

profits in a way that he or she° is not depriving a copyright owner of sale

profits by the copying of one page from the daily paper.

c) The amount, subitantiality or portion used in relation to the

copyrighted work as a whole. This factor requires consideration less of the

number of lines or pages copied than of the proportion of the larger work that

is copied and used.

d) The effect` of the use upon the potential market for the value of

the copyrighted work. This je, of course, the most decisive and enlightening

factor for determining fair use of computer software and it serves ,as the

9
11
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-basic principle. from- the-other three factors are derived and to-which they are

related.

Applying these four factors to computer software, we.find the fair use

concept only mbderatety Nelpfit and certainly not very incouraging .from the

perSpective an educator looking for support for the most generous-possible

interpretation of what the, oopyrjghtlaw'allows. The first factor, pertainin%

to the character.' ands purpose'' o4. the. use,, would be cause for rejoicing if. it

were the only- factor, .for most educators wishing to make.oluplicate copies of
:

software for their'studeht? would Me,etethe-test of using those copies for

educational; nonprofit purposes rather than for direct commercial benefit.

Howeyer,. the remaining three factors Negate the potential support educators.

desire The nature of the copyrighted work, in,the case of educational

software, is-- redundantly -- educational rather than merely public. It is

designed for classroomHu,se and as such recejve-s mere rather than less

protection from copying. Th'e amount or portion of the original work copied is

even more problematic, for it.is nearly impos'sible to copy less than an entire

computer program from one disk-or cassette to Another, and if it were

possible, the.partially copied program would be all but useless anyway..

Finally, the effect of the use upon the potential market clearly renders the.

copying of courseware-an unfair use, for every copy made:and used reduces the

potential market accordingly.

Many educators today would undoubtedly like to expand the definition of

fair use include making accessible to the maximum number of students the

maximum amount of software with a minimum expenditure of taxpayers' dollars.

While the -definition itself is uhlikely to be modified to accommodate' this

Oesire, there are other means of providing greater quantities of software at

greatly reduced costs. Several 'of those means are contained within the fifth

10
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and l'Ast facprfor determining the legality of var s uses-,of software 'in

the edu tranat setting.

e) Litensirrg agreements frequently restrict the uses of,Ourch.4sea
..

softwAre., Found in manuals or, other materials accompanying the disks or

.

cassettes, these' licenses' become effective when the packagng!,is unsealed.

Though the lahguaL varies, the provisions are similar andaill
.

read much like
4 T

IP f
/ ,

.

,/..

,../.'......... th sample license taken from Spinnaker:

°The'distribUtion and sale of this produc / are intended for the Use of

the original purchaser only and for use o ly on the computer system.

specified. Lawful= users of this Program are hereby licensed only -to read

ths RrograM froif its medium into the memory of a computer for the purpose

of eXecutihgthjs proor.Am. Copying, duplicating, selling or otherwise

distributing,thi6roduct is hereby .express1 forbidden."

in is type of license, ho6Jever, is desighed to regulate the use of a single

program by its owner. SchOols and SchoOLdistricts often have the opt ion of

participatingin licensing br leasing agreements much larger in scope; some of

these are standardized agreements initiated by the software pro'ucers and

others are individually negotiated agreements frequently initiated by the

school:_per:sornel. ,Details pn these broader licensjng contracts are presented

below but'Ahe point of interest here is thatjhe legilitY of specific usages

educat'ional- Software will often,be determibed.by'.the provisions of a

li,ce se, which are no less binding forqbeing more explicit or more stringent
4,

than the copyright law itself.

In short, there are humergus legal questions raised about the

r
complexiAie! of computer hArdware and software as used inthe Schools,: And if.

than We might wish, we can turn to the.,copyrigh
, _

definitive answers are fewer

y44, several. legal principles, and to'.specific license provisions in our.
'

-11
13
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attemits. asses. the 1legality of.actual or potential uses'of courseware in

,education.. Having established whatfthe copyright law says an what

additiona legal -COnsrder#Arions govern the use .of software, we can turn to

the questions .of copyright violation and then 'tcOheeffeci Of copyright

viojationAiOon the quality of iducationl softivre;

How Serious li Software Piracy?

.;

How widespread is copyright violation -in the 'form of illegal. copying of

computer software? No documentation exists for the extensivenesf within the

field of education, nor in fact is.there 'reliable documentation for other

areas such as business or the'home market. But industry spokesmen!are

conkiinced that approximately one-half .f all copies in use by business are
#

Veoal copies. Daniel Fylstra,Achairman of VisiCorrP in San Jose, for

examole,.believes on the basis of numerous visits across the nation that for
T-7

every copy of the popular VisiCalc-electronic spreadsheet there is an

illegallY,copied one being used [4). As an indUstry. wide figure, "that's

extremely conservative/ says Brian Lee, vice,president of Synapse Software in

Richmond,California [5]. . Lacking similar estimates fromsproducers 4

o4 instructional software for the schools, we are left to assume that the

extensiyeness,of piracy in education may be comparable to that in business.

Certainly, we have no reason to believe,and courseware producers have not yet

claimed, that piracy is more common in the educatidnal setting than in

business or home markets. In the absence of documented statislios, we can ,

only characterize'the amount of software .piracy in education to be

'substantial.'

Why So Much Piracy?

Copyright violation in the fqrm of ilegal'duplicatiOn of computer,,

14



software is extensivt*because it is easily accomplished and Lt saves...tWe

expense of purchasing wh'at is often very costly oftware. How easily
.

duplickte'copies can be made-from a given program epends, Of,cotArse,,to some
s

extent on Whe,therON not>lhgt piece,of
/
software is copy- protected. Yet even

21.1.1.ick of the 'locked' or copy protected software designed for ce in the
o

schools can be (0licated either with the aid of "copy-programs" designed

speefficallY for that purpot)e-or by individuals with some expertise in

manipulating computer hardware and Software.
4/

Another reason for widespread copyright violation in the schools is that

maDy educators are not.yet even aware that making duplicate copies of

Co.Yrighted software is a violation of the copyright law. Even those.'
0

educators who are informed about
.

the legal restrictions on copying.software

may indulge in the illegal activity, altruistically justifying their actions

on two counts: 1) they are providing their students with access to software

the district could otherwise not afford; and 2) they are saving the

beleaguered taxpayers countless dollars. Instructional programs,, after all,
I

may cost anywhere from $30 to $300.for a single program and upwards of $1000-

for a total pAckage. in say, math'or langutge skills. The inclination to

/f . AO
ignore the copyright law,maybe bolstered by the knowledge thatIlone "pirates'

are unlikely to be bunted and prosecuted by the software producers, who

readily admit that their foremost concern is locating the wpolesale

distributors and hardware /software, retailers who are not only pirating but

profiting financially from their illegally copied programs.

Finally, some epucators who knowingly violate copyright restrictions on

the copying puter software do so with impugnfty because they work i

school districts or educationalinstitutions that have not yet establishe

policies or procedures forimoni.toring the use of .software to preven,t the

13



Mega] copy'inAntor the using of illegally copied programs. Thee distritts

and institutions are most likely to be ones in which theadminjstrators

themselves are unin4ormed'abqut.the copyright law. ' In short sofAareoir

in.the'fidld of education tecurt because it. it .easy to do, easy .to';justifY;.7
t

and hard to detect, especial ly/K. the absence of colleagUes-alert-tO the-

\N

presence and illegality of, such activity,.

4
The Copyright-Quality Relationship

,

Before elaborating onthe alleged' nelationship.between copyright

perotectiol and th'e qua6tyAf .educational. software, we, should briefly
.

establish some assessment of .the current perceptions the quality of,

i structional software. - Educators'and:evaLuatars of edAational sloftware

iont be expected to be cr:tical--and they are. Carl Berger, a software

evaluation expert at the Universtiy of Michigan, for example, maintains .that'

only 5% of the educational software currently on the market is ecellent, 2O

is good, and the rest is poor [6]. Even software producers, however, admit to

the poor quality of their products. ,Chuck Carlson of Random House has

estimated that "[A]he figures that go around the industry are that only 3-5%

of the educational programs that are available are worth looking at [7]. 14,

the more conservative assessment, seems surprising, especially coming from

within the ranks Of the producers themselves we should keep in mind the fact

that it precedes Berger's assessment by about two years--and all observers

agree that improvement,is.noticeable within that two mar span.

Nevertheless, two years of raising the level of Out onal software quality
° 1

still leaves us witiv!a sithificant proportion of barely adequate software.:

' )

So what does-copyrigh&itave to do with .the qualify or the abS4.nce Of
..,1'.0

quality. in educational .SOfiWare? If we accept at 4 ilee the Oxplanation
1.

N
.; /

of some software Or,ddicerS',., the violatgon of copyright law restrictions on the

1-4
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use of computer software robs them of su4ficientprofits that they simply

cannot offard to invest the time and money'required to produce higher quality

.software. Cost estimates range from $20,000-$40,000 for the development of a

prograrkOisk to $250,000 for the cost of developing an entire tt

crir,iseware package to $600,000 for the development, testing, manufacturing,

packgaging, marketing, overhead, profit and development of atcompanyingprint

materials "for teathert. When such large investmtnts are required, a large. .

rieturn is expectedand probably necessary. Yet, if. potential sales are never
.

realized beCause'one copy can be duplicated or, as we have seen, otherwise

HUfilized to'.4tnumerous students simultaneously, the potential pripfits

never materi4tif, AlI of this s4Unds ConvincingL-at first.

The arguMkOoses some of its persuasiveness, however, when we raise

tll. -,-

r,SOMeratil r naturAi,.qUestions, beginning with the question: .When piracy
4,,..t .t... -..t. .

.

urropS1.all the software markets, why do only the producers of instructional

,s . At

',OD tware blame piracy for the poor quality of their products? Courseware
.' . .

.
,

.
.

.

,:!;,.7'
oduciXs do, not claim that their product is susceptible to more extensive

'',..--\:;;'''..
..... 5i1(tp, ;other types of Software, yet they are the only ones threatening to

. ' 4.tif
.

,theirenterprise (the school market) because of profit .losses due to.,
,., .

10 yr: ,

VsiCorp chairman Daniel Fylstra, after estimating that half of

,

lAware being used has been illegally copied,' admits that the

...is "half the size it should be, yet' "Ewle
I
still have a viable

4 i'hOttrY' Software;producers are expending considerable amounts of money

ying to devise technological means-Of preventing unwanted copying, but their

expepset 'are, of course, passed on to the consumer eventually. Other software

producers try to minimize piracy by providing user support for owners of

legitimate copies of their programs. MicroPro, producers of the popular

Wordstar,fOr, example, have utilized'this 'enlightened". approach, in part.
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.

because it is more cost effective than the various technological approaches,

(

in parAteciusv it may enhance public relations-and in pi to according to one

spokeSpeson, because the company 'has not yet found a:sati factory (i.e.,

effective and cost-effectivil) technological device or system:forlpreventing
41

unwanted duplication of its products,. The point here is that all software

producers recognize and-suffer from the problem of piracy -yet none but

educational software producers are suggesting ;that they might abandon the

enterprise.

From another perspective comes both a new question about the

.instructional software enterprise and insight into the first question about

'why only producers of instructional software blame piracY for the inadequacies'

of their products.- That is the perspectiv.gTof the noncommercial or nonprofit

produers of edutational software.. The oldest, largest and quite possibly the

best of these nonprofit producers the Minnesota Educational Computer

-4-
Consortium (MECC)' 'AAhile they need not be profit-driven; they are not in the

business of losing money 'either. Most of their software is highly ratt

educators and evaluation experts, yet it is made available to schools for a

very small fraction of the cott>tafAommercially produced software. Prices

will, vary since many clients are state education agencieA or regional

cooperatives which determine their prices for making available to individual

scbool districts the MECC software theyleaie directly from MECC. But it is

common for schools to be able to purchase .a disk with several programs on it

for $4 or $5.

Even commercial producers, however, are catching on .to pricing schemes
r

which will make illegal copying unnecessary frOm a financial standpoint.

Bertamax inSeattle, Washington, leases to the host school of a consortium

at least 50schools its 'entire software collection. Each member school

liayS'a first year fee of $500, and an.annual, fee of only $250 in succeeding
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Years, for wkch it receives the number of copies,of programs it need% for

its instructional, program. With access a.current,inventory Of 250 program

disks, a school, pays, in effect, $2.50-Pee disk that .first year and for the

$250 in following years, it will have access to adequate numbers of any new

programs developed by Bertamax. When a school needs Only to pay $-5.00 of less

per disk, which may contaih&four or five programs on it, the need or

motivation to make illegal copies in order to save money is obviously

drastically reduced.

If we assess the alternatives to the modus operandi of the commercial'

software producers--and it is they, not the.nonprofit producers who threaten

to abandon the enterprise - -we begin to question th'e validity of their self

described p1i0A. In fact, we might question whether the,mpiracy problem'
r

simply serves as a smokescreen for some commercial prod-- -6 educational

software who have rushed into a new market when any program that ran was

considered good. Yes, they undoubtedly could produce better quali,ty software

21-4 they could invest more money which they would do if they, could reap their

expected profits. But high quali.ty software is already being produced in

spite of piracy. Competition from a growing reservoir of high quality

instructional software (whether commercially ornoncommercially produced) is

much more likely to result in raising the akerall level of quality than is the

elimination or reduction of piracy.

We might hope that the Ovality of educational software will further be

improved as publishers of textbooks and otber instructional materials
4

begin to incorporate software into their line of products. This sector is a

special subset of the commercial producers who have just received such a harsh
10.

judgment, and as such it deserves,partial exemption from that-judgment.

Textbook publishers now marketing computer courseware are not, after all, the
-0,
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A;

.the ones threatening to kbandon the school market. And their devel% ant of

educational software is a natural expanSion of their well-established mission
4

/
4

to provide other ,forms of instructional materials:. Textbooks_publiShers,

furthermore, have one advantage over the caner instructional software

producers: a history of experience with the educational system and its
/

curriculum.' Their prOducts can be expected tql"fit into the curriculum - -a
"'""in

very real concern among educators. This oncern is so strong, in fact, that

many educators tend to purchase the more expe, sive commerci.ally produced

s

courseware over the MECQ- software in spite of their high regard for the

quality of the latterprecisely because it is perceived to fit into the

cur ulum and achieve educational objectives more closely r°1. In addiuon
t" r

to ex eriance with such essential __Netts of Software development as

field testing and greater awareness of grade level distinctions, textbook

ublisi4rs have the additional advantage er most other 'instructional.

\".1°:,04a.Sof re-producers of not being totally ependent for Profits dhr the sales 04.

their software. If' in the early phiSes their'softwareventure is not

acceptably profitable, any losses or ma ginal profits can temporarily be
4 e

absorbed by the larger enterprise. I sh-art, the textbook publishers:can

.probably be expected to offer a growl g collectiom of instructional software

which is at least acceptable and perh ps sometimes outstanding in quality.
.

,
,

The quality of educational softWge, then, is much less dependent upon

the effectiveness*4 the copyright lawAhan,it is upOn the knowladge of

software producers (designers ,programers, developers) about existing

curriculum, abodt learning th'aCiry and child development as it pertains to age

and grade level distinctions. Familiarity and exper.ience with these factors

as well as increased involvement of educators in the ie'sign of software will

minimize current flaws in pedagogitally deficient courseware; and time,

experience, and competition may well reduce the technological or functional
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flaws that account for the Poor quality of much of contemporary software. '

.6.

Can We Assure Quality in'Educational Software?

If copyright has only a Aenuous relationship with the quality of.

instructional software-as we have demonstrated, 'can we assure quality in the

software being used by our young peolDle in the schools? If ,s/p, who has. the

.

- responsibility and the ability to assure the desired quality? And what'.

power or influence do they have with wh-ich accom.; sh ...i,-.Qrect,,sary task?

Believers in the free intepripie system may argue that competition itself.

Al/

will eventually r.aisethe 4evel of quality in educational software. Once

.

educators become more familiar with computerized instruction, they will becorn

more sophisticated and demanding-consumers, selecting the bestssoftware on the

market and leaving the inferI'r software on the inventory shelves. Skeptics,

however,' argue that such, com et.ition assures little more. than the' success of°

the most sophisticated marketing schemes, for such competition among textbook

publishers pd similar competition in other line? of products'has seldom

guaranteed, quality, they maintain.

Competition_in the marketplacecan, however,. provide quality products:

when consumers are informed and when Ahey.demand quality. In terms of

edkational software, this means that educators must becoie familiar with

coMputers and computer software, familiar with the sources for software

evaluation, and familiar with the criteria for evaluating instructional
.

software. With this knowledge, they will be able to select the better quality

instructional programs and thereby signal to the produccers what they want,

what they expect and what they will buyinformation some commercial software

producers now claim is unavailable and another factor in determining the

duality df courseware now bejng produced.

The newness of the software markit and products has occasioned numerous
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software evaluation- 'agencies and, experts whose findings are published in

innumerable education journals, reasonablyoatceasible to most educators...
'

Purthermorev worRshops.and seminars on evaluating software are proliferating,

being offered by many professional associations and state or regional

education agencies as well as by higher education'Oersopnel:': Perhaps the easy

access to independent evaluations will raise teacher expectatiOns for the.

quality of software in contrast to Ugh' passive acceptance of textbook

materials for' which there hat been little systematic evaluation by independent

sources. ,A4 so,, we can' look for a' higher overall liVel of quality in

educatiohal software than An the textbooks of th'past and,present. But the

assurance of qualCtyisoftware, for better or worse) rests primarily with

pr-

educatars whose purchases ultimately determine what the sO4Aware producers

create) market and sell. And those in higher educationho provide pre- or

in-service education for teachers and administrators have a special

retpontibility to develop the knowledge.about and skill's with computerized

instruction that will enablefheir educator-students to be the informed

consumers requisite to assuring the quality of instructional software.
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